In the ~res.ent e.~H~:+~~~nt ~e ~~_tector w"t.s a 7 -i:qyi7--by 3-in. sodium · \ . .
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-2-UC.RL-1 082.6 iodide crystal. The signature for-the reaction under investigation was the appearance in ·the detector o£ a muoi'l whlch·regiatered through a delayed · coincidence wlth its decay electron. The position of the crystal in the meson
cave is shown in Flg. 1. I~-addition to the 'usual ahieldlng in the cave, three feet o£ steel was placed betwee'n ~e machine and the crystal, which was .
surrounde_d on the other five a·ides by· a 1-!t layer of steel. At .first no anti-:-.
·-· coh1.cidence counter was UcH~d to veto e-yents due to cosmic rays,-sine~, in a .
•. :
preliminary run away £1•om the machine, the delayed coincidence ra~e _from .
'cosmic-ray muons stopping ln the crystal 'VYas about one per ItJ-inute. It was · ! ' ' I believed that by using the ~achine on pulsed operation (64 ~eam pulses per ' sec, each -309 f.Lsec in width) and gating the detector, a factor of -so could
.I,.
be ·gab'ied over the coamic .. ray background. However, the rate of accidentals proved to be so great that·we had to abandon this method o£ approach :and use, the auxiliary dee to impro.ve the duty cycle. Under. these conditione, some ..
' '
50% of the intensity app~ars in a "beam spike'.' ("'300.JJ.aec); but the remain· ..
ing intensity i~ spreadout unlfor.mly 1ndme.~ver. a "beam stretch'.' (""lO"msec).
·There is a second but co~paratively w.eak 11 bea~ s~ike" at the end of the: .. · . . .u.
The ~odium iodide crystal was viewed by ?ine (6655) .. ' oscilloscope trace. · The trace shows two electron pulses separate~ by a fixed , delay (-6 p.sec) with the muon pulse between them. A plot o£ the accumulated data. fro . . m cosmic rays is shown in Fig. 2a ., illustrating the capability o£ the . . , ~ :
. . . ·~ .. ~t i-s ~yident th~·t the distributio'n has a · lifetime very close to .that o£ the positive muon •. but the .. rate oi events is., · consistent with t.P.at of cosrn\c J;~n_!'s viewed "Yith the d..uty c:y_cle .o{ the cyclotron.
The gate width waS! reduced from 10 to 8 msoc to.avoid th~ second "spike"Oin' · estimates of u,:e accidental rate and the neutrino flux'are .given below.
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The Accidental Rate
The events rat~ . . 4J,lring a X'lJ:n with a ·.o.:.s. · · neutrino e~ergies. . . .: .
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.. :.· the intermediate boeon. The end point of the neutrino spec~rwn fr~m the 184·in•
cyclotron is -zso MeV". and neutrinos with this energy in collision with a 
